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Do you like Mathematics?

The problem treated by this research is about the diagram of " Keihin Kyuko 
main line and the Airport line“, ”Toei Asakusa line” which the student uses 
every day.
It is creating a diagram for the problem about train operation given with a  
missions card in a lesson with group work, and making it run a fictitious 
train.
It is considering the concept of the mathematics used for the timetable of a 
means of transportation through group work using the graph of a primary 
function.

The school which is my working, the students answer dislike and  Don’t like 
mathematics is 80%（169students of 1st grader , 180 students of 2nd  
grader and 190  students of the 3rd grader. )                                                       

Students feel dislike with a figure and a function, it appears in a result  
notably especially. 

Moreover, It is thought that it is difficult to expect an answer as compared 
with the field which can expect a result like calculation, and the function and 
figure which must answer making full use of an idea or thinking are 
disagreeable.
I thought that the contents in connection with a life were solvable by using 
teaching materials to the student who feels a mathematics dislike by the 
lesson of a primary function.
Then, I thought of using the timetable of a train as teaching materials.

Moreover, The schedule of the train was written and created on 
the card by the text, and it used by lesson by the name of a "Mission card."
Students read the subject written to the card and create the diagram of a train.
Creation of a diagram is taken as the subject made to create with the group   
work by 3 or 4 students.
I positioned the "Missions card" as teaching materials.
It is what can discuss the idea which creates mathematical thinking and 
diagram required to draw the graph of a primary function with group members.

The diagram of this private railway is a route with the leading most over 
crowded diagram in Japan.
The traffic signal control system of a private railway of Japan can operate  

around one train in 2 minutes and 30 seconds.
In the usual case, the delay range of every JR line is 10 seconds.
The delay range is 1 second if the Imperial Family gets on the any railways in 
Japan.

Keihin Kyuko Railway’s diagram
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Introduction
In survey by OECD, the Japanese junior high school student who answers 
that they like mathematics is a so small number.

Consideration
Students understood that the timetable of the local railway company which 

uses usually was made of use of a primary function.
Moreover, the knowledge of the primary function was able to be deepened 

through group work.
Furthermore, existence of the organization post of the diagram called the line 

maker who exists in a railway company was able to be known, and it was 
able to know through the lesson about a part of the work.

Moreover, in the lesson with the debate form in a small group, as compared 
with the usual lesson, students tackled easily and were able to perform 
exchange of opinions positively.

The problem is performing the lesson deployment at the time of making it 
develop into the diagram supposing a run of the freight train, and the 
diagram which operates around a special train (especially pleasure resort) 
and a long-distance train.（like a Shinkan-Sen）
and the device of teaching materials.
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